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A B S T R A C T

Cracks can occur in reinforced-concrete onshore wind turbine foundations due to factors such as the use of
substandard concrete mix, mistakes in foundation design or multi-stage concrete pouring under challenging
weather conditions. Cracks are routinely identified via above ground inspections and follow-on examination of
excavated underground surfaces and are repaired, for example with resin injection and grouting. Their impact on
the structure or the efficacy of the repair are often unknown as crack degradation during normal operating
conditions is unexplored. In this work, sub-surface cracks in an onshore wind turbine foundation have been
instrumented with fibre-optic based strain sensors in an attempt to determine severity and magnitude of dete-
rioration over time. Here we determine cracks monitored show a small magnitude of deterioration over the
initial 9-month period after sensor installation, suggesting that repair is not required. We propose a novel
methodology for the classification of the types of deterioration evident in cracks as “reactive”, “permanent” and
“behavioural”, and demonstrate methods to extract these types of deterioration. Such methods will continually
be developed over time as further knowledge of crack behaviour is gained to determine appropriate limits and
identify the optimal time to repair.

1. Introduction

Onshore wind turbines are becoming a focus of structural health
monitoring (SHM), due to their hugely increasing role in renewable
energy generation. As of 2017, onshore wind energy makes up 22.5% of
the world’s renewable capacity [1,2]. Extending the life of these assets,
or even ensuring they reach their design life is vital for the continued
investment and maximisation of environmental benefits. To date,
mostly the mechanical moving systems (gearbox, generator) are in-
strumented, likely due to the higher failure rate [3,4]. Other im-
plementations focus on dynamical strain behaviour in the tower or
blades, analysing the fatigue damage [5,6]. Support structures (usually
gravity-based, reinforced concrete foundations) are the least monitored
part of an onshore wind turbine despite being safety critical structures.
Cracking of the concrete is of primary concern, as water ingress can
cause corrosion to the steel reinforcement. This warrants the mon-
itoring of any cracks in onshore wind turbine foundations to ensure an
irreversible state is not reached.

Cracks appear in other reinforced concrete structures, however,
SHM sensor systems are not always applied post-damage. Generally,
SHM involves monitoring structural loading using sensor systems such
as accelerometers or strain gauges. These structures exist in urban,

public or transport infrastructure [7–9], the oil and gas industry [10]
and aerospace [11]. Sensors have replaced the conventional manual
inspection for SHM as they provide benefits such as: measurement of
sub-surface damage [12], potentially less expensive long term cost and
continual uninterrupted accurate measurements. One such application
for SHM sensor systems is damage detection [13–15]. Cracks in con-
crete are usually repaired immediately without further severity ana-
lysis. There is also the possibility that cracks reappear over the repaired
section, as these locations are usually of weakest structural integrity or
highest loading. This can cause increased costs in the long term.

All of the aforementioned SHM systems focus on monitoring char-
acteristics such as structural strains, vibrations, wind speed, tempera-
ture, displacements and crack initiation; damage degradation is not
always the primary concern. Monitoring damage degradation could
provide a more informative description of the structure’s health and
ensure damage is fixed at the optimal time, avoiding the unrequired
long term costs of repairing damage of low severity.

The main concern with foundation cracking is that a more extensive
network of wide cracks can increase the likelihood of corrosive and
detrimental agents such as moisture, chlorides and sulphates pene-
trating concrete and reaching steel. Not all cracks will affect a struc-
tures integrity, however it is this corresponding likelihood that
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increases the overall risk. Thorough assessment may be required prior
to sensor installation to determine if cracks are appropriate to measure,
which may include evidence from manual inspection that cracks show
opening over time. Combining this - damage progression monitoring to
onshore wind turbine support structures may provide a more effective
way to monitor the health of onshore wind turbine foundations. One
example of this has been carried out on an onshore wind turbine em-
bedded can foundation design by Currie et al. [16]. The damage wit-
nessed was at the can-foundation interface, and is therefore specific to
this foundation design.

In this work, the objective is to monitor cracks witnessed on the face
of an onshore wind turbine gravity foundation to investigate the rate of
degradation. Optical sensors known as fibre Bragg gratings (FBGs) were
utilized in this study due to the range of advantages they possess. These
include: immunity to electromagnetic interference, multiplexing
ability, small size, robustness, and long-life capability [17–19]. Ko et al.
[8] replaced the electrical accelerometers in a bridge load monitoring
system with FBGs due to these benefits [20]. Some FBG systems have
also been implemented to detect the onset of damage in structures [13],
where sensors were placed along points of highest loading, allowing
eventual damage initiation to be detected. Sensor installation and
verification is reported in [21]. In the following, cracks are analysed for
deterioration over the initial 9 months of monitoring. Although loading
will be directly related to turbine operation, such a system could be
adopted for any type of concrete structure exhibiting cracks.

This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 provides an overview
of the sensor design, installation and description of the strain extraction
equations. Section 3 provides a brief description of the wind turbine
loading model (explained in detail in [21]) and extrapolation of the
tower strains to crack displacements. Section 4 outlines the results
found over the initial 9-month period, defining the types of deteriora-
tion and methods to extract them. A discussion is then presented in
Section 5 including an outline of the planned future work. Finally, a
conclusion is provided in Section 6.

2. Sensors

2.1. Fibre Bragg gratings

FBGs have been used to measure a variety of physical quantities
including strain, displacement, temperature, pressure, and current
[22,23]. Ultra violet light of modulating intensity is used to create a
periodic alteration of the refractive index in an optical fibre, estab-
lishing the Bragg grating. Broadband light incident on said FBG incites a
narrow band reflection centered around the Bragg wavelength peak, λb,
measured and saved using an interrogator system (Fig. 1). This peak
wavelength is shifted for a bonded FBG by temperature change, TΔ , and
any applied linear strain, ∊z, shown in Eq. (1):

= + ∊∊
λ

λ
K T KΔ Δb

b
T z (1)

here KT and ∊K are the temperature and strain sensitivities of the FBG

respectively. An unboned FBG temperature sensor ( ∊K =0), multi-
plexed to and in thermal contact with the strain FBG, is used to perform
compensation. The FBG temperature sensor design is described in [24].
Using this, we can extract the temperature compensated linear strain,
∊z, applied to the bonded FBG.

2.2. Tower modules

Tower sensor modules consisted of one bonded FBG and one un-
bonded FBG thermometer, as shown in Fig. 2. A total of four of these
modules were installed within the tower, 50 cm above ground level.
Locations were chosen relative to the known prevailing wind direction,
to allow monitoring of the overturning moment strains. An octagonal
gravity-based slab foundation is illustrated in Fig. 3, labelled with
sensor locations and direction of prevailing wind.

2.3. Foundation modules

The locations of the unique cracks monitored in this study are
shown in Fig. 3. Foundations of this type, with multiple-stage concrete
pouring are prone to crack initiation between plinth-rib interface. Over
time, due to issues with steel reinforcement design combined with
continuous dynamic loading, these cracks can develop and widen. In
this case, the cracks have propagated to the face of the plinth (as illu-
strated in Fig. 3). Previous excavation campaigns carried out by the
turbine operator have provided evidence that these cracks do open over
time. The current method for repair is grout-injection, which involves
using pressurised or jet equipment to fill the void with grout in order to
strengthen the section or reduce ingress. From supervisory control and
data acquisition (SCADA) data, the mean wind speed during the mon-
itoring period considered in this work is ≈ −5.67 ms 1, suggesting con-
ditions at this site are temperate.

One particular face crack monitored is shown in Fig. 4. Plinth and
face cracks prior to sensor installation are shown in Fig. 5. Monitoring
crack widening is imperative, as width is directly related to penetration
depth [25], and water or chloride reaching steel can cause corrosion.
Monitoring cracks over the long-term, notifying if specific limits are
reached, will allow understanding of the foundations health and allow
maintenance to take place at optimal times.

Monitored cracks were chosen based on a number of factors, the

Fig. 1. FBG operation: broadband source guided through FBG causes reflection
of a narrow band of wavelengths, the peak of which is centered around Bragg
wavelength λb. The value of λb is dependent on the modulation between re-
fractive indices η1 and η2, and grating period Λ.

Fig. 2. Tower Module: strain FBG is epoxied to tower wall, with temperature
FBG isolated [21].
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most important one was crack’s visible severity. As expected, the most
severe cracks (identified in Fig. 3 by crack module locations) were
discovered on faces closest to the predominant wind direction [21].
This is most likely induced by the overturning moment causing these
faces to be in tension, opening the cracks. Using this information, a
correlation should be evident between crack width and overturning
moment, and hence wind speed. However, due to unknown quantities
such as the crack depth and any sub-surface networks, this exact re-
lationship is challenging to define. This will be explored further in
Section 3.

Foundation modules consisted of two epoxied strain monitoring
FBGs and one temperature monitoring FBG, depicted in Fig. 4. Two
carbon-steel arms were brazed together at a 60° angle with a bolt

intersecting, following which the strain FBGs were epoxied to the centre
of the arms. This bidirectional strain measurement allows the possibi-
lity for tearing crack movements to be extracted [26]. Four modules
were fit over four face cracks deemed most severe and appropriate to
monitor, located closest to the predominant wind direction (Fig. 3). For
referencing purposes, each sensor is labelled by module letter and
number (for example, module B contains crack sensors B1 and B2).

Short-gauge FBG sensors can effectively measure the strain at the
centre of the steel arms. Long-gauge sensors are required to monitor
large, irregular cracks due to the inhomogeneous nature of concrete
[27]. The strain in the steel arms is described by [27]:

∫∊ = = ∊ +L
L L

x dx WΔ 1 ( )z
a

a a x

x
c c

A

B

(2)

where LΔ a is the change in displacement between anchorage points xA B,
of the steel arm with length, La =10 cm representing the distance be-
tween. This displacement change is caused by surface strains or existing
crack displacements. The Wc term represents propagation dis-
continuities due to new cracks or inclusions in the concrete [27]. The
integral shows that the strain measured is an average between the an-
chorage points. FBGs measure ∊z, which is the linear strain in the steel
arm found from Eq. (1).

Cracks have three primary modes of displacement: mode I (crack
opening), mode II (sliding) and mode III (tearing) as described in [28],
which have been illustrated in Fig. 6 window A. Eq. (3) shows the sum
of strains for these displacements evident in sensors in this work:

∊ = ∊ + ∊z l t (3)

where mode I and II (opening and sliding respectively) are summed in

Fig. 3. Octagonal slab foundation: all sensor locations relative to predominant
wind direction. Analysed sensor modules “B” and “C” are identified. Labelled
rib is cut for illustrative purposes only.

Fig. 4. Foundation Module: two strain FBGs are epoxied to steel arms at a 60°
angle, with temperature FBG isolated. Insert: protective housing of sensor
module, with silicon applied.

Fig. 5. Visible cracks on foundations; A: along plinth B: ‘U’ shape face cracks.
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the linear crack strain term ∊l and mode III (tearing) is represented by ∊t.
The sensor in this work is unable to differentiate mode I from mode II, it
is expected that mode II will be negligible and mode I will dominate. A
fourth potential crack mode includes the rotation of faces surrounding
cracks, however, this will also be dominated by mode I displacements
and has thus been neglected. Prior to this work it was decided that these
mode II sliding displacements as well as face rotations were not of in-
terest and would be too difficult to extract.

Until this point, it has been assumed that the tearing displacements
are also too small to be measured (∊t =0). The strains and displace-
ments shown represent all types, but are assumed to be dominated only
by opening. Crack deterioration could cause ∊t to increase. To extract
this accurately, a simple trigonometry diagram can be used, shown in
Fig. 6 window B.

Ideally, the sensors would be positioned with = = °θ θ 90S S1 2 so that
= = °θ θ 301 3 and = = °θ θ 602 4 . Convenient bolt positioning and crack

non-uniformity restricted sensor placement during installation, thus the
ideal relationship is not applicable. In the case shown in Fig. 6, the
tearing strain ∊t causes compression on sensor S2 and tension on sensor
S1. The linear strain ∊l shown causes tension on both sensors. With
knowledge of either θS1 or θS2 and total strain from each sensor, we can
differentiate linear and tearing strains. Firstly, each sensor can be ex-
pressed by Eqs. (4) and (5):

∊ = ∊ + ∊θ θcos cosS l t1 1 2 (4)

∊ = ∊ −∊θ θcos cosS l t2 3 4 (5)

where the polarity of the ∊t term depends on the tearing displacement
occurring. If we assume the case shown in Fig. 6 window B and acquire
a negative ∊t, the opposite tearing is occurring. Subtracting ∊S2 from ∊S1
and substituting equivalent values of θS1 for each angle acquires:

∊ −∊ = ∊ + ∊θ θcos( ) sin( )S S l S t S1 2 1 1 (6)

therefore should = °θ 90S1 then the extraction of ∊t is the difference in
sensor strains. As mentioned, due to complications with bolt positioning
this was not possible. In most cases this difference can be used to

distinguish if any tearing is occurring. Then, to accurately extract ∊t
when only ∊ ∊,S S1 2 and θS1 (or equivalently, θS2) are known, we rearrange
and input the equivalent angles in terms of θS1:

∊ =
∊ −∊ +

+

−( )θ θ

θ θ

cos( ) sin( )

cos( ) sin( )
l

S t S S

S S

1
3

2 1
1
2 1

1
2 1

3
2 1 (7)

which can be substituted into Eq. (6) to provide ∊t:

∊ = ∊ −∊ + ∊

− + +

D θ

θ θ θ D θ

( ) cos( )

cos ( ) sin( )cos( ) sin( )
t

S S S S

S S S S

1 2 1 1
3

2
2

1
1
2 1 1 1 (8)

where = − −D θ θcos( ) sin( )S S
1
2 1

3
2 1 . Using this equation, the tearing

strain and thus displacement from a crack can be calculated, measured
by two sensors at a particular angle. Substituting back into Eq. (6) al-
lows extraction of the isolated crack opening strain and thus displace-
ment.

3. Turbine loading model

Following the installation, a simple model was developed to verify
the integrity of the tower sensors, as explained in depth in [21]. A
cantilever can be used to model the loading on a wind turbine, with
overturning moment, M, caused by the addition of rotor thrust and
wind distribution on tower area. Eq. (9) shows the final output from the
model for estimated tower base strains, ∊T at sensor positions, θS:

∊ = −Md
IE

α θ
2

cos( )T
T

s
S (9)

where dT =5m is the tower diameter (assumed constant), I=2.454m3

is the second moment of inertia of the tower, Es =200 GPa is the
Young’s Modulus of structural steel and α is the turbine yaw. The
overturning moment is calculated using Eq. (10):

= ⎛
⎝

+ ⎞
⎠

M ρV C V A H d C H1
7

( ) 7
16T r T dr0

2
0

2
(10)

where ρ =1.225 kg/m3 is the air density, C V( )T 0 =0 to 0.83 is a
varying quantity dependent on wind speed, V0, unique to turbine design
[29]. The area span of the rotor and blades is represented by =A πrr

2

where r = 54m is the blade length, H = 80m is the height of the rotor
and Cdr =0.5 [30] is the tower drag coefficient.

The above equations concern steady-state or static conditions when
the turbine is operating at rated power output, allowing disc theory to
be applied [31]. Despite the wind speed dependency of CT and M, one
cannot assume the turbine operates as expected at these wind speeds.
Witnessed frequently, large varying wind speeds were accompanied by
constant or varying rotor speed, an example of which is shown in Fig. 7
from SCADA data. In this window, rotor speed is witnessed at both
2 rpm and 15 rpm for wind speeds varying from 5 to 25ms−1.1

Therefore, during analysis, only time windows of rated operation and
steady-state conditions are used. This provides a relatively accurate
prediction for the strain in any tower sensor. Limitations of this model
are described further in [21]. An example of the measured tower strain
against prediction for such a window is shown in Fig. 8.

Concrete’s stress-strain relationship can be expressed as non-linear
overall, since micro-cracking occurs almost immediately [32]. For small
load changes, however, the stress-strain relationship will appear to be
linear, with only larger loads revealing the non-linearity. During early
stages of monitoring, we have found that cracks show a linear response
to load, or equivalently, to the strain measured in the tower:

= ∊L JΔ a p T (11)

where LΔ a and ∊T represent crack displacement and tower strain

Fig. 6. Window A: diagram depicting crack modes. Window B: applying tri-
gonometry to extract strain caused by tearing displacement mode III (Eqs. (4)
and (5)).

1 It is also worth noting that this particular period demonstrated the most extreme wind
conditions experienced during the monitoring period.
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respectively. The constant Jp for crack sensor B1 using strains from
tower sensor 2 is −0.008, the magnitude of which will vary depending
on crack and tower sensor being analysed as well as yaw/wind direc-
tion. An example of this linearity during an early period of monitoring
is shown in Fig. 9. When using this method to extract deterioration, we
also must use time windows of rated operation, as it is only during this
time we know that tower strains are verified. Therefore, during these
windows, ∊T in Eq. (11) can either be derived from SCADA data or
preferably taken from tower strain sensor measurements.

4. Results

The objective of this work is to identify if the cracks monitored are
displaying any visible deterioration in data over the initial 9 month
period, beginning in January. To do this, an initial method was devel-
oped to identify specific types of deterioration, and will continue to be
developed as further understanding of crack behaviour is gained. The
first step is to define how this deterioration would manifest within
crack width data. For this work, three types of deterioration have been
defined: “reactive”, “permanent” and “behavioural”, and will be dis-

Fig. 7. Comparison of varying wind speed and rotor speed over a 24 h time
period, also demonstrating the most extreme wind conditions experienced
during this monitoring period.

Fig. 8. Verification of tower sensor data by comparing to model prediction from SCADA data (Eq. (9)).

Fig. 9. Visual comparison of crack sensor data to prediction, gained by a linear relationship to tower sensor (Eq. (11)).
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cussed in more detail in the following sections. Table 1 outlines the
varying characteristics of each type. The first two can be extracted by
identifying and comparing particular characteristics at two separately
defined time periods. The third method uses the model described in
Section 3 to determine if magnitudes and linearity of crack displace-
ments to tower strains vary over time during rated operation.

In Fig. 3, modules B and C are labelled as these are the only two
modules that were continually monitored during the initial 9 month
period. As discussed, each module contains two displacement sensors,
labelled: “B1”, “B2”, “C1” and “C2”. During discussions, deterioration is
compared to an estimated crack width of 0.1 mm as this is an accep-
table width to the operator prior to the crack requiring repair.

4.1. Reactive

During operation, turbines undergo start-stop procedures for mul-
tiple reasons. The most frequent of which in the case of the in-
strumented turbine, is blade pitch lubrication, which usually occurs
once every 24 h. This of course will vary for other turbine operators.
Start-stop procedures also occur in this turbine during power curtail-
ments, maintenance, cable untwisting and emergency stops. All of
which cause the rotor to decelerate rapidly to a stop (or to a slower
speed) for a length of time, before starting again. The rate of decel-
eration varies with procedure, the highest occurring during emergency
stops. Start-up procedures follow, and the rotor accelerates to opera-
tional speeds. A 2.3MW turbine power output and rotor speed from
SCADA data during a blade pitch lubrication procedure is shown in
Fig. 10.

This is relevant to cracks, as the turbine loads are greatest during
rated conditions (or above rated, depending on blade pitch), and lowest
when rotor speed is zero. Therefore, during these start-stop procedures,
the turbine loads are also transitioning from maximum to minimum
over an extremely short time period. Consequently, concerning blade
lubrication, the foundation cracks undergo fast displacement changes
every 24 h, which could potentially accelerate damage. This displace-
ment change, or reaction, to the defined loading event may deviate over
time, which could represent deterioration. For example, should a crack
displacement due to the blade lubrication procedure become greater
over time, one could assume that this crack is deteriorating. Fig. 11
illustrates the application of this method to module B. Two transitions,

recorded in January and September, are shown with accompanying
SCADA characteristics: power, rotor speed and wind speed. These va-
lues are as similar as possible, but will vary slightly. The magnitude of
transitions are shown in the legend for each sensor.

The magnitude of each transition is calculated by taking the dif-
ference between means of 10 data point windows prior to and after the
transition takes place. This method is applied to each sensor and results
are shown in Table 2. Column 1 and 2 show the magnitude of the
transition in January and September, respectively. The third column
“Deterioration” is simply the value acquired by subtracting the January
transition from the September transition. A positive value means the
later transition either opened more or closed less than the early tran-
sition, depending on the nature of the early transition (opening or
closing).

In the case of module B, the positive deterioration (column 3) re-
presents a smaller closing transition, since the crack is closing under the
chosen loading events. This could potentially mean the cracks are be-
coming wider as they are less susceptible to closing. Emphasis should be
made on the minuscule magnitude of these crack displacements and
deterioration, with the maximum displacement of −1.3584 μm in
sensor B2 and largest deterioration of 0.4968 μm in sensor B1. This
represents <1% of the total crack width (0.1 mm) in change. Concerning
the deterioration in sensor B1, at this point it is difficult to tell what the
cause of this is. We simply know that later data shows this sensor re-
acting less severely to closing transitions. The following analysis
methods may be able to determine if this is the crack, or the sensor.
Since this is only evident in sensor B1, initial conclusion is that the
sensor itself is the cause, perhaps due to a decrease in strain sensitivity.
Module C portrays smaller reactions to these transitions, and the de-
terioration is equally small. Crack sensor C2 showed no reaction during
the transition in September, but also displayed infrequent reactions
during transitional analysis of early data. This suggests it is not an effect
of deterioration during this 9month period, rather just a characteristic
of the crack. Should a crack deteriorate to a significant state, one would
expect a much larger value for the deterioration, concluding that each
crack measured has not shown “reactive” degradation.

4.2. Permanent

This type of deterioration represents the overall crack width change
over time. To accurately extract this information, a “zero load” (known
in the industry as “dead load”) state is required. “Dead load” refers to
periods when the only loading on the structure is from the weight of the
structure itself. This means wind speed, power, and rotor speed
equalling approximately zero, with yaw remaining constant. One other
consideration includes the blade pitch which, depending on the current
yaw position, can cause varying crack widths, thus ensuring these va-
lues are constant is essential. Load on the turbine is continually chan-
ging since wind speed is rarely constant for long periods of time.
Therefore, windows as close to this “dead load” requirement as possible
are extracted from two time points - one early and one late during the
measurement period. The mean of crack widths are then compared.
Applying this method to each sensor gains the results shown in Table 3.
Column 1 and 2 show the crack widths in January and October re-
spectively, with column 3 portraying the change in crack width.

At first glance, the negative deterioration suggests each crack has
closed gradually over time. Emphasis is again made on the minuscule

Table 1
Description of each deterioration.

Deterioration type Loading SCADA characteristics Numerical representation

Reactive instant large change power transition 0 to rated change in crack reactions to instant loads
Permanent “dead load” represents lowest load change in crack “rest” width over time
Behavioural at rated steady-state rated variation of R2 from model fit

Fig. 10. Blade lubrication procedure: 2.3MW turbine power output and rotor
speed from SCADA data.
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scale of these changes, with the maximum decrease of 0.6148 μm, again
<1% of an estimated total crack width (0.1 mm). Unlike “reactive” de-
terioration, which concerns instant changes, this deterioration has
larger susceptibility to uncertainties such as temperature compensation
errors (drifts) or sensor degradation. It is possible that this gradual
closing is evidence of such an affect. Should the crack widths sig-
nificantly change, this would be identified by the “permanent” method.

4.3. Behavioural

“Behavioural” deterioration encompasses everything that has not
already been mentioned. This has been named as such since it re-
presents any changes in how the crack behaves in response to loading.
It has been assumed that if the cracks are at an early damage state, they
will have an equivalent magnitude to previous states and behave line-
arly to tower strains, as explained in Section 3. Therefore, during
analysis we should look for non-linearity, magnitude change and also
for changing direction (predicted tension accompanied by crack

compression) which could also be evidence of deterioration occurring.
The prediction model discussed in Section 3 is used to both extract
periods of verified tower strains and to produce an expected linear
crack behaviour for both early and late time periods, which is then
compared to the real data. The value for constant Jp (-0.008) for each
sensor is unchanged, so any magnitude changes can also be extracted.
For this analysis, an entire month of data was processed and the
window with greatest R2 is presented.

Fig. 12 shows two plots, one in January and the other September, of
sensors B1 and B2 against the prediction (Eq. (11)) of the crack dis-
placement. Tower sensor strains for ∊T have been used, but only during
windows where the prediction from Eq. (9) has a high correlation to the
data. In the legend, the R2 value is provided for the prediction fit to
each sensor (B1/B2). It is clear that in January, both sensors and pre-
diction are very closely related, with an R2 of ≈ 90%. This leads us to
believe that the cracks are superficial during the early stages, as ex-
pected, as they relate linearly to the tower strains. In September, we
also see a high R2 value, suggesting the cracks are continuing to relate
linearly to tower strains. However, it is clear that sensor B1 has sig-
nificantly decreased in magnitude when compared to both B2 and
prediction. This could be due to a few reasons. Firstly the sensor itself
(B1) could be degrading, causing a decrease in strain sensitivity, ∊K (Eq.
(1)). Secondly, from Fig. 4 we see that each sensor is measuring a single
crack at a different location; therefore, perhaps the crack could be be-
having differently at each location. In other words, degradation at the
location of sensor B1 could be greater than at B2. Finally, there is the
lateral or tearing displacements to take into account, which could also
affect the overall crack displacement (Eq. (3)). In the case of sensor
sensitivity decreasing, we would expect R2 to be unchanged, as R2 is
only affected by variability and not scale. To expand on this, scaling
measurements from B1 up to a magnitude equivalent to B2 would not
change the value of R2. Any reduction in ∊K in Eq. (1) would similarly
not affect the R2 value, as long as final displacements are greater than
interrogator resolution. The documented resolution of the interrogator
is 0.5 pm, which provides an approximate perfect displacement re-
solution of ≈ 0.032 μm. In this case, the measurements are very close,
but greater than this limit; therefore, this decrease in magnitude could
possibly be caused by sensor degradation. This result is consistent with
the decrease in displacement found in sensor B1 from the previous

Fig. 11. Reaction to instant load: comparison of module B during loading events in January and September with similar characteristics.

Table 2
“Reactive” deterioration in each sensor, determined by the change in transition
under similar loading at separate time points.

Sensor Jan. YΔ J (μm) Sep. YΔ S (μm) Deterioration −Y YΔ ΔS J (μm)

B1 −1.1745 −0.6777 0.4968
B2 −1.3584 −1.3174 0.0410
C1 0.1199 0.1183 −0.0017
C2 0.0838 0 −0.0839

Table 3
“Permanent” deterioration in each sensor, determined by taking the mean of a
short window under “dead load” conditions.

Sensor Jan. YJ (μm) Oct. YO (μm) Deterioration −Y YO J (μm)

B1 0.4474 0.0277 −0.4197
B2 0.6573 0.0425 −0.6148
C1 −0.0282 −0.0228 −0.0054
C2 −0.0271 −0.0222 −0.0049
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“reactive” analysis, but not B2.
Fig. 13 applies the same method to sensor module C. In this case we

see that the R2 value has remained >0.8, suggesting no deterioration in
this crack. However, we can see visibly that there is again a reduction in
magnitude when comparing the sensors to the prediction, which could
also be a reduction in sensitivity ∊K . In this case it is again not large
enough to be masked by insufficient resolution.

4.4. Lateral crack movements

Explained in the installation report [21] and in Section 2.3, lateral,
or tearing, crack movement can be measured using the bespoke sensor
design in this work. Eq. (8) can be implemented to extract the exact
amount of tearing displacement. In general, a large tearing displace-
ment will be signified by a major difference between arm measure-
ments. However, it was determined in the previous section that there

could be evidence of a decreased strain sensitivity in only one arm. This
makes tearing displacements more difficult to extract. However, we can
use the prediction from the previous section to aid in the extraction.
This would be represented by a prediction that was less in magnitude
than one sensor arm, but greater than the another, with a large corre-
lation (R2) to both. This would mean either there are tearing dis-
placements evident, or that the crack is behaving differently at each
location, which is more unlikely. Unfortunately, at this point there has
been no evidence of this behaviour during the “behavioural” detection
method, suggesting lateral movement is non-existent during these rated
power windows.

One method to quickly determine if any lateral movement is ap-
parent over a large window of data (one month, in this case) is to
simply plot a scatter graph of each sensor module. Visually, to extract
tearing crack displacement, we identify any non-linear outliers that are
present. Figs. 14 and 15 are scatter graphs of module B and C

Fig. 12. “Behavioural” analysis using prediction model for crack module B.

Fig. 13. “Behavioural” analysis using prediction model for crack module C.
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respectively for both January and September.
Firstly, from Fig. 14 of module B, we see the decrease in sensitivity

that was mentioned previously. The distribution has decreased, more so
in sensor B1, but remains mainly linear. We also see no outliers which
would signify tearing in this crack, therefore tearing is not occurring.
Analysing module C in Fig. 15, we do see some outliers highlighted by
red ellipses, more dense in January. In this case sensor C1 is showing a
displacement of around −0.3 μm when C2 shows + 0.2 μm. This differ-
ence occurs during a stop transition, as shown in Fig. 16 at ≈277min.
Perhaps during this instantaneous loading the crack undergoes a tearing
as well, causing this difference. However, this displacement is very
small and cannot be defined confidently as tearing. In future, this
method could be used to identify if any major tearing displacements are
occurring over a long time window.

5. Discussion

In this paper, data analysis methods for identifying crack dete-
rioration in onshore wind turbine foundations is proposed. Three types
of deterioration have been defined with extraction methods applied for
the first 9 months of in situ foundation monitoring. From these
methods, we can conclude that the cracks remain superficial and have
not significantly deteriorated.“Reactive” deterioration is the first type,
and identifies variation in crack reaction to defined loading events,
caused by turbine start-stop procedures. Transitions were found to be
small in magnitude, but frequent and instant, portraying a possible
accelerant of deterioration. Over the initial 9 month period, the max-
imum “deterioration”, or largest change in reaction, was 0.4968 μm,
witnessed by sensor B1. This deterioration represented a smaller closing
of the crack, implying the crack could be less susceptible to closing and
therefore could be degrading. This is small however, at <1% of the
overall crack width (0.1 mm). Causes of this decrease are difficult to
determine using this method as it simply provides a numerical value of
change in magnitude to an instant load.

The second method isolated the overall crack width by analysing
periods of approximately zero loading. Interestingly, results showed all
cracks closing, with the maximum magnitude of 0.6148 μm shown in
sensor B2. This change could potentially be explained by temperature
compensation drifts or sensor degradation, as it is not expected for

cracks to close over time. The gradual nature of this deterioration when
compared to “reactive” means it is more susceptible to these errors.
Furthermore, the approximate “dead load” state at each time-point
contained differing wind speeds, which incident on the tower will cause
different loads. One thing to note: this permanent deterioration is in-
distinguishable from new discontinuities (Wc from Eq. (2)), however, it
is not expected for these to be large.

The final method compared a pre-defined prediction of crack dis-
placements, linear to tower strains, and sensor data over short windows
in January and September. Cracks are expected to behave linearly to
tower strains if they are low damage or superficial. Linear behaviour
was witnessed in all sensors during both windows, with a numerical
representation of fit (R2) of >88% for module B and >82% for module C.
Results from this model showed that sensor B1 may have undergone
sensitivity reduction, lowering measured displacement magnitudes
close to the range of interrogator resolution. Sensor B2 continues to
provide similar measurements to the prediction. Both sensors in module
C maintained linearity to tower strains, but at a small decrease in
sensitivity. This method provided greater insight into the causes of the
decreases found in the previous methods as the R2 is not affected by
scale, only variability.

Lateral or tearing crack displacements can be measured with the

Fig. 14. Scatter graphs of each module B arm during early and late dates.

Fig. 15. Scatter graphs of each module C arm during early and late dates. Outliers are highlighted by red ellipses.

Fig. 16. Short window of tearing displacement during transition in module C.
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bespoke sensor design in this work if they are large. To determine if any
major tearing is occurring, we can simply plot scatter graphs of each
module arm and extract any non-linear outliers. Module B showed no
signs of tearing, but provided further evidence as to the decreased
sensitivity. Module C showed some evidence of tearing displacements,
mainly during January, where one arm measured −0.3 μm and the
other 0.2 μm. After extraction, this window was determined to have
occurred during a stop procedure, implying tearing may be more pro-
minent during transitions.

As discussed, turbine operators witnessed openings in these types of
cracks during manual inspections prior to any sensor installation. The
length of time between these inspections is unknown, but the periodic
nature of manual inspections means the true time taken for cracks to
degrade is unknown. Therefore, it is possible cracks during this period
are not expected to deteriorate, and are at an early development stage.
Therefore measurement of these crack widths will continue in order to
monitor deterioration should it occur. Future work will also include
improvement of the model prediction equation by including further
terms such as torque, allowing more windows to be analysed. The
current model is restricted to very specific operating conditions which
rarely occur. These methods will continue to be applied and improved
to determine if the cracks monitored deteriorate significantly.
Information could also be used to inform an economic model to de-
termine the optimal time to repair. Since, to the authors knowledge, no
other onshore wind turbine foundation cracks of this nature have been
monitored during operating conditions, there is no baseline for com-
parison. We have to assume the cracks are superficial at the early stages
of monitoring and that any deviations from this is deterioration. In
future, lab experiments of fatigue loading occurring to cracks using
similar sensors could provide confirmation as to whether these changes
are in fact due to crack deterioration. Also, it would provide a more in
depth view of the nature of the crack degradation, whether it is linear
or non-linear. Some evidence has been found to indicate sensors may
have degraded in sensitivity, the cause of which is unknown at this
point. Sensors have undergone alternating temperatures and humid-
ities, which are the first culprits of degradation. Testing and improve-
ments will be made to ensure this does not occur in any future in-
stallations. If such installations are undertaken, the cracks monitored
should be of a much more damaged state than those measured in this
work. This would increase the probability that major deterioration is
present and allow for comparisons to this work. Finally, until this point
only static loading and displacements have been analysed. It is possible
that dynamic oscillations cause cracks to deteriorate, therefore this will
also be investigated. Particularly, any oscillations occurring im-
mediately following a transition, as it is expected these start-stop pro-
cedures are the most likely aggravation to the cracks.

6. Conclusion

Presented in this paper is an approach to determine and characterise
deterioration of cracks that are present in onshore wind turbine foun-
dations. Cracks have been previously instrumented with FBG based
long-gauge strain sensors. Analysis presented in this work considers the
first 9 months of monitoring. Three types of deterioration and methods
to extract them have been defined and applied to the in situ sensors
monitoring crack displacements. Results show that there are very minor
differences between crack displacements during early and late mon-
itoring windows. From these results, we determine that the monitored
cracks have not significantly deteriorated, and therefore remain su-
perficial.
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